For Immediate Release

Vinod Cookware launches its ‘can shaped’ Thunder Bottles (500ml)
priced for Rs. 660/∑
∑

Fabricated high quality stainless steel
Ultra- Compact & Portable, Anti Spill Mechanism

No need to carry those tacky Bottles, when you Travelling. Vinod Cookware India’s oldest
kitchenware brand announces another extension to its growing range of Bottles with the
newest ‘Thunder Bottles’ exclusive to summers. The 500ml stainless steel bottle is
designed in the shape of Can which is best suited for your, on the go needs. It is thunderous,
unique and perfectly apt for the gen next!
The stylish and easy to carry Vinod Thunder comes with superior quality stainless along with
double wall insulation that keeps liquids hot/cold for longer hours. The efficiently designed
bottle is easy-to-hold and fits most cup holders. The compact and pre tty design makes for
good grip and is ideal for storing any beverages. Engineered for rugged and outdoor
adventures the leak-proof bottles guarantees no-spill encounter withstanding when the bottle
is flipped around – It’s 100% sealed exactly like the job of a Can.
Commenting on the launch of the newest range of Thunder bottles, Mr. Sunil Agarwal Director, Vinod Cookware says, “Understanding the style conscious generation our newest
Bottles are designed in the shape of Can, which not only looks good, but lets the beverages
you carry taste good too. Its unique design shall make it a sure hit among the Youth, a
complete must have for the SOS Water situations. Compact and Portable – Feel the Thunder!”
Keeping unwanted smells and tastes at bay. The Bottle is available in shades of Red, Blue and
Grey along with 12 months of warranty. Also available in 300 ml for Rs.590/- ; the bottles are
already available with leading retail and etail stores.
About Vinod Cookware:
Established in 1986 – Vinod Cookware is the pioneer of ‘Sandwich bottom’ in the cookware
industry. With more than 400 products across seven categories Vinod Cookware’s Pressure
Cooker is the firms biggest success story. The product range has expanded into state -of-theart cooking technologies such as non-stick cookware, hard anodized cookware and more.
Crafted with a complete understanding of the Indian kitchen and using premium quality
stainless steel, Vinod’s products are an instant connect with home -makers of all ages.
Besides, the company’s insistence on research and development gets for its products the edge
of convenience and durability. The trust earned from the customers has also got the company
many awards, one of the prized titles also being the ‘Best Expo House’

Website: www.vinodcookware.com

